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Inner Sphere, Clans, and ‘Mech Quirks

Welcome to Mechwarrior Online. Give yourself a few days to get familiar with UI navigation, trial ‘Mechs, 
the different weapon types, and to complete the cadet bonus phase. You make an extra ~8 million cbills during 
your first 25 matches. Another ~5 million can be earned by completing the in game tutorial. When you buy your 
first ‘Mech, you can start to learn how the Mechlab works. The developer recently created its own knowledge 
base which is located here and it goes over a lot of stuff that I don’t cover(and includes a glossary to help deal 
with the plethora of acronyms).

There are two different tech bases in MWO, Inner Sphere and Clan. The Inner Sphere has Battlemechs 
while Clans have both Battlemechs and Omnimechs. All ‘Mechs have 3 unique variants or more and you have to 
purchase at least three different variants to master them. ‘Mechs can have their weapons customized within a 
hardpoint system but there are some major differences between Omnimechs and Battlemechs. Omnimechs 
have interchangeable parts called Omnipods(arms, side torsos, heads, and legs) that allow for extra 
customization of hardpoint combinations. However, Omnimechs have fixed engines and other hardwired 
aspects. Battlemechs lack Omnipods but they have their own degree of extra customizability(engine size, 
upgrades, removable jump jets). There is a Clan vs. Inner Sphere comparison chart here.

There is a great resource called Smurfys which is a 3rd party Mechlab sandbox and is also a source of 
other information such as weapon and ‘Mech specs. You can experiment with ‘Mech build ideas here without it 
costing you any cbills.

You can use the quirk system to help guide you regarding which role a ‘Mech will best fill. The quirk 
system was added as a tool for finer ‘Mech balancing. For example, based off the the Hunchback-4J quirks you 
can tell it has extra strong LRM-10 launchers. This makes it a good candidate for providing Long Range Missile 
fire support. Quirks can be located in game by clicking here or by hovering your mouse cursor over ‘Mech tiles
(including the tiles in the store).

For guidance on your first ‘Mech purchases, there are suggestions on this page and this page. If you want 
to get working on Community Warfare prep right away, check this out. 

http://mwomercs.com/game/user-guide/game-manual
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/equipment
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/
http://snafets.de/mwo/quirks.htm
http://i.imgur.com/7deI7hW.jpg


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J5j-s2T3EEc


Know Your ‘Mech's Role

Different 'Mech classes are better suited for different 
roles. Light 'Mechs make great scouts, dogfighters, and 
harassers but poor frontline ‘Mechs. Assault ‘Mechs are 
much slower and less agile but can take extra punishment 
and deliver high damage on target. It is important to 
leverage the pros and minimize the cons of the various 
classes properly.

For example, light 'Mechs are nimble but the 
thin armor leaves little room for mistakes. Getting 
stuck or overheating in front of the enemy usually 
means an instant game over. Despite this, light 
‘Mechs can be a relentless pain in the butt if left 
unchecked.



Overview of ‘Mech Classes
● Light: (20-35 tons) Lights are the fastest but squishiest of ‘Mechs and their main 

protection is high speed. Lights make great scouts and also regularly end up in fast 
paced dogfights against other light ‘Mechs. They also excel at backstabbing the 
unsuspecting and picking off overextended ‘Mechs. The slower lights such as the Kitfox 
w/ lots of firepower for its size handle more like glassy mediums.    

● Medium: (40-55 tons) New medium ‘Mech pilots often mistakenly use their higher 
speed to get into trouble early and die. Mediums can start to pack the big boy guns but 
lack the raw firepower and protection to solo fresh heavys and assaults head on. Stick 
to augmenting the bigger ‘Mechs and keeping lights off their backs. Their high versatility 
makes them great workhorses when used properly.

● Heavy: (60-75 tons) Heavy ‘Mechs have a good mix of speed, armor, and firepower. 
They can dish it out and take a lot of damage as well. Heavys are powerful front line 
‘Mechs and also have enough speed and handling to reposition if the pilot anticipates 
extreme danger early enough. 

● Assault: (80-100 tons) Assault ‘Mechs are the slowest but have the best armor and 
firepower. ‘Mechs such as the Direwolf can bring 50 tons of armament combined with 
maximum armor protection. This makes many assault ‘Mechs great at being the 
spearhead of a push, dominating firing lanes, or just being a wrecking ball(Atlas). 
However, the slowest of Assaults, such as the Direwolf, are vulnerable to being left 
behind and picked off without proper teamwork. In this sense, the low speed of the 
largest Assaults requires extra map awareness.

Jenner: 35 tons
Max Speed: 149 kph
Max Armor: 238 pts 

Shadow Hawk: 55
Max Speed: 114
Max Armor: 370

Orion: 75 tons
Max Speed: 83.6
Max Armor: 462

Atlas: 100 tons
Max Speed: 62.7
Max Armor: 608



General Roles on the MWO Battlefield
● Scout - Locate the enemy, hunt scouts, capture points, sweep legs, backstab, and spot for LRMs.

○ Spotter: LRM support role augmented by advanced sensor range module, Active Probe, NARC, Tag, or UAV. 
○ Dogfighter: Short range light ‘Mechs which are extra powerful up close but can struggle in situations where closing to 

~150-200m is too dangerous. (Firestarter-A, Firestarter-S, Arctic Cheetah, Arctic Cheetah) 
○ Harasser: In addition to typical Light ‘Mech scouting duties, this multi-role can harass large ‘Mechs at greater range 

than dogfighters and clean up in the late-game.(Jenner-F, Firestarter-H, Raven-2X, Arctic Cheetah)
○ Kite: Light ‘Mechs armed with intermediate-long range weapons which can hen peck targets to death while keeping 

distance. (Raven-3L, Raven-4X, Kitfox, Kitefox, ERPPC Adder, ERML Adder)
○ Striker(SRMs): Sort of a close range niche role that can be tough to pull off well. They are situationally a serious 

threat to larger mechs. However, they are less capable at fending off other lights and can blow a lot of ammo trying to 
do so. (Commando-2D, Kitfox, Adder, Jenner-D, Raven-3L) 

● Brawler - Close range emphasis. Use natural cover or buildings to avoid damage, close distance, and out-DPS long range 
‘Mechs. Orion-VA, Atlas-S, Griffin-2N, Griffin-3M, Timber Wolf, Stormcrow, Mad Dog, Hunchback-4SP

○ Short Rng Hitscan(vomit brawl): TDR-5SS, HBR, GRH-5H; Short range poke: BJ-1X
○ Streakboats, Light Hunters(use Active Probe and UAV’s): Streakcrow, Kintaro-18, SHD-2D2, Streakfox, Adder;

Direct Fire - Intermediate and Long range emphasis. 

○ Extended Range Hitscan Attrition: ~1000m+ Long range hitscan poking and trading. Stalker-3F, BLR-1S 
○ Intermediate Laser Attrition: Intermediate range poke fighting. SCR, SCR, WVR-6K, STK-4N, BLR-1G, QKD-5K
○ Gauss / Vomit: Dire Wolf, Timber Wolf, Ebon Jaguar, Cataphract-3D  
○ Jump Fighting: aka. jump sniping or poptarting. Vindicator-1AA, Panther-9R, Nova, Summoner, Blackjack-3
○ Dakka, Direct Fire Support (DPS Tank): Direwolf, Banshee-3E, Jagermech-DD, King Crab-000  
○ Gauss, ERPPCs: Jagermech-S, Dire Wolf, King Crab-000b, Summoner, Nova, Ebon Jaguar 

● Indirect Fire Support - Long Range Missiles (LRM's). LRM support ‘Mechs may also include a Tag Laser to lock targets 
within line of site if the enemy has ECM coverage. Active probe is also recommended. HBK-4J, MDD, TBT-7M, SCR

● Defensive Support - ECM or AMS bubbles to protect teammates from LRM spam. RVN-3L, Kitfox, AS7-D-DC, GRF-2N    

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=139&l=de6b806651c693889e6c212aa94fb84ab020ac67
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=138&l=21171da886a2c7314195a7730104db65d4e361d2
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=952f1cf60562965fe8758dc579a0b9e034bc82c4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=a808c279d83e7c23823c542fd12882da7945edd5
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=4&l=9702739419a285245e3877f5f5a567d84b75dc0c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=140&l=6de2664760a1ba298efb35e800dc0eac847fcc2d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=34&l=4dead608446f9b79e2d55ddb61f018c986dae802
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=1997d2c2f2d98516e6730feb28d69e5400052073
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=33&l=59b849735605d6cdbce814d43425ec0fe498720b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=35&l=a23a0e4a29cb7b116fb3413d110f20c9f6c03d5c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=175&l=2e43eb2d107601179a367808c48ef84f705413ce
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=175&l=a7c1aa565e70ba1347389cbde5b8b98f92bcc21f
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=167&l=8638103645851c8e9f7007bcff71545ae6db52d5
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=169&l=fed11086694a6fe48224b84d5f145c6e484c5b4c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=5&l=2080bd55619c0916184e4ac3e5d268920c9c9d8a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=176&l=172856ba47dd168e7616b9eb236cace7b850eef2
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=168&l=e26218f079dd2c78d5ecbc4154006710824a2377
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=3&l=8d28acd990886ea14d4be3c61fb0224dd45ef423
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=33&l=50cebba9b36e0ce0ae0f49367f2a838b01d98c89
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=101&l=7346795e06fe357763dcb6fad639772a9d92d8f1
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=241&l=eeefab8cf9ed27f87475868e63f348b63176e99a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=300&l=2a4abc1b7b749f7c4fdc346fd8c318c8b80b7701
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=128&l=db90989283146ca3eb0abccfa25a3549769779b7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=9591c76422c37c6b091051098b1115426bc0f6e9
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=22802647ffbe423867dd452b5e8926aa790a1d1a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=212&l=94355d86f3a08ba7065de21a50fe433fa7cddf72
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=22&l=47092d886998b940865e4c3fbe42f5533cc4c2e7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=230&l=5d053a3ad54f8e9786e37447cdc15099c9913a5c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=230&l=5d053a3ad54f8e9786e37447cdc15099c9913a5c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=79&l=e22f864de8a5b763753578bdbf5f5f5346f4f689
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=aa50516e74e22cd253de1251a048be861f1ff567
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=95&l=f1c94606a40989fb6e43cc90fc292c3fa3237882
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=111&l=7d48140daa99c9f8574319159454cff8690a5621
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=176&l=085228680bb457a519e4ea0e5166adac48ac29ee
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=169&l=a043e48a04c81c77247866f9403699fc7f4a9d61
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=47&l=a515bfa84ac223851fa69861f7e89a177edfb184
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=ebb47f8af38eed24b0ecdc59203d43fb6c7afb4d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=c6e5ed364c03910aee55905efe680809142ff714
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=131&l=9b46b67698023464bbd144d580c45982342799d7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=49&l=f85e7a7ede0f5c678ae5f402b1c5132eed69015c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=118&l=aa1831dd76322a8c673202f99fe433f602ed2767
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=171&l=aedd10fcc9764a19fcb3776aade051ad1e49fc8f
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=48b4557c4e9a72d867e2efa79113b549d3240ceb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=280&l=2adac5ffb16ea1c4268b3b2fb2758e512aac8a96
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=40&l=2e50af2dad0d90ed6c008cc9c1a0c51cd0494894
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=207&l=0ec74ed59cfc402fa71c594ebfddda9abaa5aae4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=246&l=9e1dd1a6ae3125c996e2b408330ce9d7d9a2c067
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=267&l=0b5ed4bc66449d65a3f5710d70eb8ca79f7ca46b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=187&l=9049520e6a8f6ac7174ebed6caba0238e00ca249
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=80&l=e0d2c61cf827dde88dea35da83d82a37678842fa
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=173&l=af2bad3679a6b6d7220571d0b0af599be6139923
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=144&l=9d5a84a1d75df41fcfefc2d44022e5d13c5f9d3b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=a4fb3d247d58a3b8c5148c7b541396bb2fb3b2e6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=238&l=ac13f5169b0178f87dd93da3de9c983ce7a7044e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=67&l=7201699b64406beb01c39e1ffeb9542cd52bc801
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=171&l=aedd10fcc9764a19fcb3776aade051ad1e49fc8f
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=240&l=c06b41b0ffbebaa1864579f2b675545726f52d95
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=187&l=9049520e6a8f6ac7174ebed6caba0238e00ca249
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=267&l=0b5ed4bc66449d65a3f5710d70eb8ca79f7ca46b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=280&l=fa7fee1381c281106bee270cd29e31baf169009e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=21&l=b0cdd3b65bca770ff1f708b9e222830ff0092835
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=213&l=782f38a9c8f8c308a29fd864937c908f3af4a80c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=59&l=8966546b3916dab176cd4809a99c01b1212f17ff
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=6590e1c4870caf6c5078831833bffaabfd64d044
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=33&l=f715433e31dc0e4371b54a26979e629cd6a04325
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=175&l=cd08a71c290ed3ebe328130c5934206e6506d5fa
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=17&l=942a35e45cfbaeebde2c32b2035f8a4489c429ec
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=300&l=9edf0e50cd68979b81c46b05f889ed9ef4501d0b


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aROSIg37mDM


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xFL-QhiRTLY


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KxRQonwQB4g


Where to Start? (Inner Sphere) Beginner’s Progress/C-bill Pathways
Pilot Tree Explained. 

Those looking to focus on Community Warfare prep right away should check out this page.

Light Class: Firestarter   
Firestarter-H, 6x Medium Laser [cost: ~10 million cbills] 

Firestarter-A, 8x Small Pulse Laser [~5-10 million] (note: share XL engines when possible)

Firestarter-S, 5x Medium Pulse [~5-10 million]             

    

Medium Class: Hunchback 
HBK-4J: 2xLRM-10+A, 5xSmall Laser, BAP, Tag; or 2xLRM-10+A, Tag, BAP, 3xMedium Laser [~12 million cbills]  

(use the STD200 until you can afford the XL255 Engine)

HBK-4SP: 4xML, 2xSRM-6+A [~8 million] (note: the 4SP has really really big +structure quirks)

HBK-4P: 6xMedium Lasers, 2xMedium Pulse; or 3xLarge Pulse Laser  [~8-11m]   

Heavy Class: Thunderbolt Quickdraw
Thunderbolt-5S cfg’d as; 4xLarge Laser  [~10m] 4H: 3xLarge Laser, 3xSRM-4 or 4xMedium Laser, 3x SRM-4 [10-13m]

9SE:   3xLPL, 2xML  [~9 million]  4G: 3xLarge Pulse Laser or 4xLarge Laser [~13-14m]

Thunderbolt-5SS cfg’d as; 7xMedium Pulse; [~10m] 5K: 4x Large Laser or ER Large Laser [~12m]

Assault Class: Battlemaster
Battlemaster-1S: cfg’d as; BLR-1S(LRM Support), BLR-1S(Large Pulse), BLR-1S(ER Large), BLR-1S(SRM Brawler)    [~14 million]

Battlemaster-1G: cfg’d as: BLR-1G [~13 million] (note: the 1G has better offensive quirks but has a restricted torso twist limit)

Battlemaster-2C: cfg’d as; BLR-2C [~15 million] (note: the 2C has smaller offensive quirks but lots of +structure)

                 

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=140&l=214d5a92209b56a328158af7799b92402e93bffa
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=139&l=de6b806651c693889e6c212aa94fb84ab020ac67
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=138&l=125ebdda3b2b0db8df50ed8afe0cc93f8eb61ad7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=21&l=46d2731b403299b9fa694d1a2e4748e112415984
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=21&l=d738ed86491e723a1aeb53071341199ad2e9e824
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=22&l=47092d886998b940865e4c3fbe42f5533cc4c2e7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=2&l=5d09d25906c9ab2a952d3934b2b77e12aabb9144
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=2&l=e2ba834004fda5de0b0a47e14608e624d6c59b2a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=114&l=e8e52e2cc66b78ce1c2aa7013c7863342211c711
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=114&l=e8e52e2cc66b78ce1c2aa7013c7863342211c711
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=83&l=003e051e3c7068a5c8941bd464797ecaabec41cb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=65cfc24a9600589803dc0fbf383700dec3e584eb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=65cfc24a9600589803dc0fbf383700dec3e584eb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=82&l=523ee4b06095bf9814ac600966646b942077f88b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=1030777e480f0a4d6152394f28b3b0e67bded57e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=1030777e480f0a4d6152394f28b3b0e67bded57e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=2b0e6b90bf2d329bc842c52482d1654ad682a2db
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e99c6c37067f2f54f511b9b0422f03f22b0048d9
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=b87ffb5a2f7368f93bd4d3092c481cd621ec72f1
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=118&l=aa1831dd76322a8c673202f99fe433f602ed2767
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6


*Pay close attention to which omnipod/actuator is used in each component. Smurfy’s Mechlab has some clan actuator glitches, so 
if there's room, add them. Only one arm needs a lower actuator to get some articulation in both arms, but both is better when 
possible. Those looking to focus on Community Warfare prep right away should check out this page.

Light: Arctic Cheetah  (added for cbills on 10/20/15)
Cfg-1: 4xERML, ECM; cfg-1alt: 4xERML

Cfg-2: 6xERSL, ECM; Cfg-2alt: 7xERSL

Cfg-3: 5xSPL, ECM

Medium: Stormcrow 
Cfg-1: 4xLRM-10, Tag, Probe, 4xERSL, 11DHS; Cfg-1alt: “Streakcrow” 5xStreak SRM-6, Probe, 10DHS

Cfg-2: 3xERML, 4xSRM-6, 20DHS

Cfg-3: 2xLPL, 2xERML, 19DHS;  Cfg-4-2: LPL, 4xERML, TC1, 22DHS

Heavy: Timberwolf 
Cfg-1, (D-only) 4xLRM-10+A, 4xERML, Tag, Probe

Cfg-2: (C+Prime+S) 2xLPL, 3xERML, 25DHS, 2JJ, TC1;  2-2 (A Right Torso) 2xLPL, 3xERML

Cfg-3: (TBR-C+S+Prime) Gauss, 5xERML, 21DHS, 2JJ; 3-2 (A) Gauss, 5xERML; 

Cfg-4 (TBR C+D) 4xERML, 4xSRM-6+A, 22DHS; or 5xSPL, 4xSRM-6+A, 22DHS; (TBR-S) 4xSPL, 4xSRM-6+A, 22DHS, 1JJ  

Assault: Direwolf 
Cfg-1: 4xUAC10, 15DHS;

Cfg-2: 5xUAC5, 3xERML, 18DHS; 

Cfg-3: (Prime) 2xGauss Rifle, 2xLPL, 3xERML, 22DHS; Cfg-3alt: (W) 2xGauss Rifle, 2xLPL, 3xERML, 22DHS

Where to Start? CLAN EDITION, Pathway Options  

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=cb7cb872724e49486a3a89ee3fb578fe06516a09
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=1997d2c2f2d98516e6730feb28d69e5400052073
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=cb7cb872724e49486a3a89ee3fb578fe06516a09
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=a808c279d83e7c23823c542fd12882da7945edd5
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=95ae00b4ea4c211d3341eb48f1f506a64ac2201d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=a808c279d83e7c23823c542fd12882da7945edd5
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=952f1cf60562965fe8758dc579a0b9e034bc82c4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=291&l=952f1cf60562965fe8758dc579a0b9e034bc82c4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=6590e1c4870caf6c5078831833bffaabfd64d044
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=9e57b21e1dad074e7a25c03580a23d49619ad9d4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=6590e1c4870caf6c5078831833bffaabfd64d044
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=22802647ffbe423867dd452b5e8926aa790a1d1a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=22802647ffbe423867dd452b5e8926aa790a1d1a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=fdbe22533ba10732b01728d97f02d2d684f75a42
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=ebb47f8af38eed24b0ecdc59203d43fb6c7afb4d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=fdbe22533ba10732b01728d97f02d2d684f75a42
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=270&l=444dce05ed1b1c5f8a5097c5dcb7d821be7a0e9c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=270&l=444dce05ed1b1c5f8a5097c5dcb7d821be7a0e9c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=19a068673b1d8352562aa36234303f109cab67ff
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=7b233bf2019528e701be235e389d7507ef94e917
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=19a068673b1d8352562aa36234303f109cab67ff
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=ac2111783d3189009cd7985c3c3bc4841b86320b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=d0defc6b85acfa18a94d41432e0fdb1cf7133aff
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=ac2111783d3189009cd7985c3c3bc4841b86320b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=9591c76422c37c6b091051098b1115426bc0f6e9
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=0ffd1f5e40fe9d0b235ea8c1c50c99459e95d835
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=165&l=f83b3cd33f5e0e190899fe66f4640fb989c8edfe
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=9591c76422c37c6b091051098b1115426bc0f6e9
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=173&l=4d616c306cc89c668f35971050dd5ee3091095d3
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=173&l=4d616c306cc89c668f35971050dd5ee3091095d3
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=173&l=af2bad3679a6b6d7220571d0b0af599be6139923
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=173&l=af2bad3679a6b6d7220571d0b0af599be6139923
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=171&l=2a0b085142a99938159dbe5dd02391155e63008c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=303&l=076d0d9a0b66edfd8e4414c47b0a57278754a311
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=171&l=2a0b085142a99938159dbe5dd02391155e63008c


Familiarity with MWO Weapons and Ranges
● LRM's - 1000 meters max, 180m minimum [Clans: exponentially decay 0-180]
● SRM's - 270m max   
● PPCs - 540 Meters (min. range 90 meters)
● ER(extended range) PPCs - 810 Meters, 

ERPPCs have no min. range, but are 50% hotter  

Rules - Most weapons can shoot beyond their stated range. The damage falloff is linear.

● Energy Weapons - 2x Stated Max Range
○ exception: C/ERML, C/ERSL, C/SPL, C/ERSL are 1.7x

● Ballistic Weapons - 2x Stated Max Range
○ exception: Gauss Rifle is 3x (also the IS LB-10X is 3x)

● Missile Weapons - (no damage falloff)

Try to memorize your half damage ranges(because not far beyond that it starts to only scratch the paint for the same heat/ammo)

Examples: Gauss Rifle: 660M full damage, 1980 Max (half damage at 1320m)  

Large Laser: 450M full damage, 900 Max (half damage at 675m)

ER Medium Laser: 405M, 688 Max (half damage at 547) 

       AC/20: 270M full damage, 540 Max

SRM-6: 270M Max

               

0m 1000m

Large Laser still 
does half damage 
out to 675 Meters. 
Its not worth the 
heat or the trade 
much farther beyond 
that.



How Armor and Crits Work

Head Armor(all classes): 
18 armor max, 15 structure

Max Total Armor/Structure by 
‘Mech Tonnage:

20 tons: 138 armor, 69 structure 

25: 178, 89

30: 210, 105 

35: 238, 119

40: 274, 137

45: 306, 153

50: 338, 169

55: 370, 185

60: 402, 201

65: 422, 211

70: 434, 217

75: 462, 231

80: 494, 247

85: 526, 263

90: 558, 279

95: 586, 293

100: 614, 307

Armor uses a point system and is adjustable in the Mechlab. 32 pts of standard 
armor equals one ton of weight. As shown on the right, each tonnage bracket has 
universal amounts(excluding extra structure or armor quirks). All ‘Mechs also have 
internal structure based on the maximum armor. Internal structure is a fixed value 
which is half the maximum possible armor in each section. The head location is 
the exception to the rule which has 18 pts max armor and 15 pts internal. In order for 
a section to be completely destroyed, the armor and structure must be brought down 
to zero. If a side torso is destroyed, the corresponding arm will be lost with it.

● The torso sections have both front and rear armor. How much the armor is 
front loaded is based on preference. However, too much rear armor will usually 
go to waste as targets are ideally downrange rather than behind.

● Armor is chipped away based on the damage value of the weapon hitting it. For 
example, a Medium Laser strike will remove 5 points of armor or structure. This 
could be all from one section or fractionally spread across several sections 
depending on your opponent’s accuracy.

● Once armor is gone and structure is all that remains, additional hits to those 
sections have a chance to destroy equipment contained within(weapons, 
ammo, heatsinks, jumpjets). Ammo has a 10% chance to deal massive internal 
damage if destroyed. Critical hits well be covered in the video on the next 
page.

Ferro Fibrous Armor explained here

Remember: There are often ‘Mech quirks that add armor or structure on top of the 
norms as well.

100 Ton ‘Mech Sections
          (Armor only)



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e8Cvgfvj-BM


How Damage Transfer Works Part 1

Damage delivered to destroyed legs and side torsos is reduced to 40% as it transfers. Damage to a 
destroyed leg transfers to the corresponding side torso. Damage to a destroyed side torso transfers to 
the CT. Shooting a destroyed leg connected to a destroyed side torso will only transfer 20% to the CT. 
Source

img source: Hitbox Localization created by Tamerlin

Damage to a destroyed right torso Damage to a destroyed right leg
Damage to a destroyed right leg w/ 
a destroyed right torso

40% of the damage is 
transferred to the CT

40% of the damage is 
transferred to the RT

only 20% of the damage is 
transferred to the CT

http://www.reddit.com/r/OutreachHPG/comments/2q6582/whats_up_with_damage_transfer_russ/
http://www.reddit.com/r/OutreachHPG/comments/2q6582/whats_up_with_damage_transfer_russ/
http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/166699-hitbox-localization/


How Damage Transfer Works Part 2

Left Torso
Destroyed 
Arm Stub

40% of damage to the 
destroyed arm stub is 
transferred to the left torso.

If the left torso is also destroyed, only 
20% of the damage to the left arm stub 
is transferred to the center torso 

Created by So1ahma

Presenting a destroyed side torso to the enemy 
can help tank additional damage. More on torso 
twisting here.

Video for further details

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mlLPzjjToWM
https://www.reddit.com/r/OutreachHPG/comments/3u6fog/damage_transfer_followup_video/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kqCFUEpMVMU


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3UDdr88CS3s


Recommended Mouse Settings
Stock sensitivities are way too high. Also, disable any kind of acceleration or 
smoothing.

Depending on what mouse you have, you may need to use a different in game 
sensitivity. Too high or too low of a sensitivity will impact performance.

Ballpark Examples:

● 400 DPI Mouse: Set ingame to ~.72 - .83

● 800 DPI Mouse: Set ingame to ~.34 - .44

● 1200 DPI Mouse: Set ingame to ~.24 - .3

● 2000+ DPI Mouse: Set ingame to ~.1 -. 17



Trial ‘Mechs, Currency, and Bonuses

● New players are introduced to the game with a selection of trial 'Mechs.
● You earn C-bills, XP, and GXP(general), each round based on performance and outcome 

(win/loss).
● C-bills are used to purchase ‘Mechs, upgrades, weapons, equipment, modules, and basic 

colors.
● XP is earned individually for ‘each mech and is used to unlock pilot lab upgrades.
● GXP is used in the pilot lab for any ‘Mech unlocks(Skill Tree) or to unlock Modules(Pilot 

Tree). [GXP is 5% of XP earned]
● Surplus XP on a ‘Mech can be converted to GXP using MC(Merc Credits).
● The first 25 matches played include a large cadet bonus rate which totals about ~8 million 

c-bills. Another ~5 million cbills can be earned completed the ingame tutorial. 
● Trial 'Mechs have equipment upgrades like Double Heatsinks but lack pilot tree unlocks. 

They are also not able to be customized except for the weapon groupings.
● Champion 'Mechs have a 30% XP bonus(thus earning more GXP).
● Premium time has a 50% C-bill and XP bonus and Hero 'Mechs have a 30% C-bill bonus. 

Mech packs from the web store may include special variants with +30% cbills.
● Daily Double XP Bonus: Each ‘Mech has a daily double XP bonus as indicated by the 

picture in on the top right. 



Standard vs. XL Engines
[Inner Sphere] Standard engines(STD) are older ‘Mech fusion power plants which use dense radiation shielding. While 

much heavier than their XL(extralight) engine counterparts, Standard engines are compact and reside only within the center 
torso (CT). Standard engines can potentially make a 'Mech more durable since the destruction of both side torsos will not 
destroy the ‘Mech. ‘Mechs with center torso and/or head hardpoints are called “zombies” because they can lose both side 
torsos and still remain a minor nuisance.

Inner Sphere XL fusion engines are a newer and more expensive power plant. While much lighter and still putting out 
the same performance, XL engines use a bulkier “extralight” shielding material. This is why XL engines have extra critical slots 
which spread into the side torsos. The tradeoff is, if one side torso goes it takes the whole engine with it.  

For Inner Sphere Light 'Mechs, XL engines are a must to obtain incredible speed(speed tanking). Standard engines 
unfortunately don’t offer Light ‘Mechs any extra durability or overall performance in practice. This is because Light ‘Mechs 
often get legged first rather than repeatedly side torso’d over and over. Light ‘Mechs also need that tonnage for a decent 
payload. For any ‘Mech class, XL engines allow movement at the same speed with a bigger payload or faster movement with 
the original payload size(and a lot of fine tuning in between). For example, a STD 300 engine can be switched out for an XL 
300 to save 9.5 tons of weight for other equipment. If extra speed is what's desired, an XL 360 fits within nearly the same 
tonnage as a STD 300. 

The downside with Inner Sphere XLs is they potentially make larger ‘Mechs vulnerable. Sometimes the term “XL 
friendly” is used to describe a ‘Mech in the MWO community but it is largely a misnomer. This tends to be a case by case 
basis which depends on factors like favorable hitboxes(does the ‘Mech tend to get legged, ST’d, or CT’d?). For example, an 
XL engine in a 100 ton Atlas is a bad idea because they tend to repeatedly get side torso’d first.

[Clan Omnimechs] Clan XLs are hardwired into the chassis as part of their advanced Omnimech technology. Their XL 
engines are also capable of losing one additional critical slot before breaching. This allows Clan ‘Mechs to lose a single side 
torso and still remain operational. Clan XLs have all the speed and payload of Inner Sphere XLs but lack their glassiness. The 
loss of a side torso w/ a Clan XL will result in the loss of two 2.0 engine heatsinks and 20% reduction in speed.

[Competitive] Legging is much more frequent in competitive games as it is hard to mitigate leg damage(as it is the 
most efficient way to kill a ‘Mech). This makes it less advantageous to use Standard Engines on some ‘Mechs in these 
situations. 



Mech Lab Upgrades/Terms Explained 

● Critical Slots, (Critspace) - In the mechlab, critical slots are filled when upgrades(Endo, Ferro), engines, 
ammo, heatsinks, jump jets, weapons, or other equipment is added. Extra critical slots for heatsinks can 
be opened up with engine sizes between 275 and 400(more on this later). Tip: Reduce the chance your 
weapons or ammo are critted by stacking jump jets or heat sinks in the same location (this is known as 
crit buffing).

● Double Heat Sinks (DHS) - Much more effective than Single Heat Sinks(2.0/1.4 vs. 1.0), but take up 3 
times the critical slots while remaining the same tonnage. DHS can cut weight for more payload and 
increase cooling efficiency at the same time. A necessary upgrade on all Inner Sphere 'Mechs in MWO 
with few exceptions. Which DHS are 2.0 and which are 1.4 is further explained here.

○ Clan Double Heatsinks perform similarly but take only 2 critical slots. The differences are 
explained here.

● Endo Steel - Internal structure drops from 10% percent to 5% of total 'Mech tonnage. For example, a 50 
ton Centurion has 5 tons of internal structure. Endo Steel will drop the 5 tons of internal structure down to 
2.5 tons and saves that weight difference for extra equipment. (IS: 14 Critical Slots; Clan: 7)

● Ferro Fibrous (FF) - Provides (IS: 35.8, Clan: 38.4) points of armor per ton over Standard Armor which 
only gives 32 pts per ton. For IS, only use FF when Double Heatsinks, Endo Steel, and FF will fit 
together. It is the least powerful upgrade and consumes 14 critical slots(for Clans, only 7). Ferro Fibrous 
will usually fit well on light 'Mechs since they have the same critical space as an assault 'Mech but carry 
less armament. 

(note: FF does not make armor stronger, nor does it increase max armor, it only saves weight.) 



Mech Lab Upgrades, Terminology Cont.
● Artemis IV - A tracking system upgrade which improves LRM lock-on time and tracking. For LRMs, line of 

sight is required for the missile pattern tightness buff to take effect. It also tightens up SRM volleys. Artemis 
increases the size of SRM and LRM launchers by 1 critical slot and their weight by 1 ton as well. (Best 
combined with SRM-4s, SRM-6s, LRM-10s, and LRM-15s.) Reducing damage splash effectively increases 
damage (by putting more damage in one place) making Artemis an upgrade to sometimes consider.

*currently, Artemis improves the lock-on times of Streaks at no cost of critical space on the ‘mech.

● Ammo Consumption Sequence: Head, Center Torso, Left Torso, RT, Left Arm, RA, Left Leg, RL
● ECM - Electronic Counter-Measures - (Disrupt/Counter modes) - Can either disrupt enemy target lock-on or 

cut through enemy ECM bubbles. ECM generates a jamming or cancellation field out to 90 meters. (default 
toggle key is J)

ECM capable 'Mechs include; LCT-PB, MLX, COM-2D, KFX, SDR-5D, RVN-3L, CDA-3M, GRF-2N, HBR, AS7-D-DC

Arctic Cheetah, Shadowcat, Cataphract-0XP

● Counters to ECM - NARC (needs to hit the ECM ‘Mech, and can be jammed by an additional ECM 'Mech), 
Tag Laser (750M), PPC EMP effect(lasts 5 seconds), Beagle Active Probe(360M), and ECM counter mode
(90M). Lastly, the UAV consumable also cuts through ECM out to 300 meters in all directions.

● NARC Missile Beacon - (30 sec duration, 12 shots/ton)  Provides a lingering perma-lock without LOS as 
well as accuracy bonuses for LRMs. It disables ECM on impact but can be scrambled by other nearby ECM 
'Mechs.



Mech Lab Terminology Cont.
● BAP - Beagle Active Probe/Clan Active Probe - Boosts sensor range by an additional 200m and detects 

powered down 'Mechs within 120m. One ECM unit within 360m is canceled out. It also speeds up target 
info gathering by 25%. Applications for BAP include scouting and supporting weapon lock-ons for LRMs 
or for Streaks against ECM. Two ‘Mechs w/ BAP are needed to counter two ECMs. ECM counter plus 
BAP will not stack to equal 2 counters on the same 'Mech. 

● CASE - (Cellular Ammunition Storage Equipment) This protects your 'Mech from the spread of ammo 
explosions. Inner Sphere CASE can only be installed into side torsos and protects the center torso from 
ammo or Gauss Rifle explosions. Inner Sphere CASE only benefits standard engine zombie builds, but 
is still rarely used.  Ammo or Gauss Rifle explosions in side torsos will still deal full damage in 
that section making Inner Sphere CASE + XL is a total waste.

Some Inner Sphere 'Mechs come stock with CASE’d XL engines(CN9-D, SHD-5M, and AS7-K to name 
a few). This is because in the tabletop game, CASE reduces the repair cost for blown XL engine side 
torsos and protects the pilot indirectly, but this has no purpose in Mechwarrior Online.

Clan 'Mechs have a more powerful version of CASE which is automatically included at no cost of critical 
space or tonnage. Clan CASE is also more powerful because the Clan XL engine synergizes with Clan 
CASE.

● Jump Jets - Gives certain ‘Mechs the ability to fly over obstacles. Each jump jet adds more thrust.  

20-55 tons = .5 tons each (Class 4, 40-55 tons; Class 5, 20-35 tons)

60-85 tons = 1 ton each (Class 2, 75-85 tons; Class 3, 60-70 tons)

90-100 tons = 2 tons each (Class 1, 90-100 tons)



Heat Sinks in Detail
● As a construction rule, a 'Mech must have a minimum of 10 

single heat sinks or double heat sinks in total. 

● Standard and XL 250 engines or higher come with 10 internal heat sinks. Upgrading to DHS 
(Double Heat Sinks) increases your first 10 internal engine heat sinks to a true 2.0 cooling rate. All 
additional DHS, even the extra engine slots, have a 1.4 cooling rate. For example, an Inner 
Sphere 'Mech with 20 DHS total has 10 which operate at 2.0 and 10 which operate at 1.4. It can 
get tricky with engines smaller than 250. 

● Inner Sphere Double Heatsink Examples:
○   with 10 DHS(200 engine) 8 x 2  =16,   2 x 1.4 =2.8    Total = 18.8 cooling rate
○   with 10 DHS(225 engine) 9 x 2  =18,   1 x 1.4 =1.4    Total = 19.4             
○ ‘Mech with 10 DHS(250+): 10 x 2 =20                          Total = 20  
○ ‘Mech with 15 DHS(250+): 10 x 2 =20,   5 x 1.4 =7      Total = 27  
○ ‘Mech with 20 DHS(250+): 10 x 2 =20,  10 x 1.4 =14   Total = 34  

● As shown in the math above, smaller engines lose a heat sink for every 25 reductions in engine 
rating. For example, a 225-245 rated engine comes with 9 internal heat sinks, 200-220 with 8, and 
so forth. Engines which are below the 250 rating have to be supplemented with extra external 
heatsinks to reach a total of 10.

● Each increment of 25 engine ratings beyond Std/XL 250 gives additional heat sink slots which don’t 
take up any critical slots in the 'Mech. Example, 275(1 slot), 300(2 slots), 325(3 slots)… .



Heat Sink 12/1/15 Patch Update

● Single Heat Sinks originally cooled at a rate of 1.0 in both the engine and externally.

● Inner Sphere Engine Single Heatsinks now cool at 1.1
● Additional Single Heatsinks cool at 1.2
● Single heatsinks have a heat capacity of 1.2

● Inner Sphere engine doubles cool at a rate of 2.0(which hasn’t changed) 
● Additional Inner Sphere doubles have a cooling rate of 1.4
● Inner Sphere doubles have a heat capacity of 1.5 each

● Clan engine doubles cool at a rate of 2.0(which hasn’t changed)
● Additional Clan Double Heatsinks cool at 1.5 (including any hardlocked heatsinks)
● Clan Double Heatsinks have a heat cap of 1.1 each



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C9OXMrBnGm4


MWO Pilot Tree Basics

● Pilot Lab upgrades can be unlocked with either XP or GXP. XP earnings are based on match 
performance and GXP is 5% on your XP earnings. GXP is earned much slower but can be 
used on any 'Mech while XP is 'Mech specific. MC can be used to convert surplus XP from 
other mechs to rapidly unlock a newly acquired 'Mech.

● You must basic three ‘Mechs of the same chassis to gain access to elite upgrades such as 
speed tweak. (example: Jenner D, Jenner F, Jenner K)

● Completing all elite upgrades on one variant doubles the benefit of all of the basic upgrades, 
such as Cool Run and Twist-X.

● The double basics, elite, and master upgrades are important to grind because they really make 
a difference in the effectiveness of your 'Mech. Elite and mastered 'Mechs have a distinct 
advantage over ‘Mechs with no unlocks.

● Selling a 'Mech will not reset the Pilot Lab progress. If it is repurchased in the future, the Pilot 
Lab progress will still be where you left off. GXP cannot be converted unless you own the 
‘Mech.

● Mech Pilot lab unlocks are inaccessible if the ‘mech/variant is no longer owned. Don’t sell a 
variant unless you are sure you have unlocked it as far as you need to.



Pilot Tree Basics Continued
Understanding the Basic, Elite, Mastery Paths

You must elite 3 ‘Mechs in the same class to reach 
Master. Examples

Path 1: In this scenario a new player decides to 
master a Jenner-F first. They also had to completely 
elite the two other Jenner variants. Later they got into 
playing Firestarters and only had to basic the two they 
didn’t like. Once this has been done once in a weight 
class(light, medium, heavy, assaults), you can 
permanently take the shortcut in that class. If you 
start with lights and decide to try mediums you will 
have to go through path 1 or 2 with your first Medium 
class ‘Mech.

Path 2: Alternatively, you can unlock Master 
slots by completing elite on 3 completely different 
chassis/variants of the same weight class. Like with 
path 1, once the process is done the first time, any 
new addition to that weight class only requires basic 
on 3 variants to reach elite and master.

Path 1: Master the Jenner-F option 1
Jenner
JR7-D Basic Elite
JR7-K Basic Elite
JR7-F Basic Elite Master

Path 2: Master the Jenner-F option 2
Jenner
JR7-D Basic
JR7-K Basic
JR7-F Basic Elite Master
Raven
RNV-3L Basic Elite
RVN-2X Basic Elite
RVN-4X Basic

Once Path 1 or 2 is done for a ‘Mech class, a new 
‘Mech of the same class can take the following 
shortcut.

Firestarter (Master shortcut)
FS9-H Basic
FS9-A Basic
FS9-S Basic Elite Master



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xjXLlWHOb4k


List of Modules
-Pilot tree Mastery will add an additional (hybrid) ‘Mech/Weapon module slot. 

-Modules are unlocked or upgraded with GXP in the Pilot Lab and then installed on ‘Mechs with Cbills. 

‘Mech Modules
● Radar Deprivation: Breaking line of sight with the enemy breaks missile locks quicker. 
● Seismic Sensor/Advanced Seismic: Detects movement out to 250m while stationary.
● Target Info Gathering: Detect weak spots and weapon loadouts 25% quicker.
● Target Decay/Advanced Target Decay: Retain lock without LOS another 3.5 seconds.
● Sensor Range/Advanced Sensor Range: Increase Sensor Range 200m (800+200)
● Shock Absorbance: Reduces fall damage (A: 20%, H: 25%, M: 30%, L: 35%)
● Gyros/Improved Gyros: Screen shake reduction from impacts
● Advanced Zoom: Alternate picture in picture 4x zoom(default toggle key: v)
● Capture Accelerator: Increases capture rate by 15%.
● Speed Retention: 30% faster movement when losing a leg (capped at 50 kph)
● 360 Target Retention: Retains target when behind out to 200m.
● Hill Climb: Reduces slowdown rate when climbing by 10%.
● Arty/Air Accuracy: Passive modules which reduce spread of air/arty strikes.

Weapon Modules
● Weapon Range Modules(1-5): Max range upgrades up to 10%
● Weapon Cooldown Modules(1-5): Shoot again 12% sooner, Higher DPS, Higher Heat
● AMS Overload: AMS rate of fire +10%
● Enhanced NARC: +20% speed, +30% duration

Consumable Modules - One time use, cost c-bills (hotkey for consumables can be found in options)

● Artillery Strike/Improved Artillery Strike: When upgraded, 10 shells of 35 damage after a 4-sec delay.
● Air Strike/Improved Air Strike: When upgraded, 10 bombs of 35 damage after a 4-sec delay.
● Coolshot 6: Cools 6 heat over 1 second.
● Coolshot 9/Coolshot 9 by 9: When upgraded to 9 by 9 with GXP, it cools 18 heat over 1 second.
● UAV, Improved UAV: Detects all targets in a 300m radius.

Additional Resource: In Depth Module and Pilot Skill Guide by Gman129

-New Player Priority-
-Radar Deprivation
-Seismic Sensor
LRM Support Must Haves
-Advanced Sensor Range
-Advanced Target Decay

Fully decked out, “spare no 
expense”, may look like

● Coolshot 9 by 9
● Improved Air/Arty
● Radar Deprivation
● 2-3 Weapon Mods
● Seismic is a great 

alternative or addition to 
Radar Dep. 

Plan ahead. Your first set of 
modules may cost 12-18m cbills 
and LOTS of GXP to unlock 
them.

Share mods to save cbills!

http://metamechs.com/mwo-guides/module-pilot-skill-guide/


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMDOxOWzne8


Arm Lock Explained
*7-29-14: Arm Lock can be switched from a on/off toggle to key release through options.

Arm lock is a MWO crosshair locking feature which is enabled by default. When disabled, there will be two crosshairs, 
one for the torso weapons(cross) and one for the arm weapons(circle). The default Left-Shift key can toggle arm lock off and on. 
Disabling arm lock gives your arm mounted weapons additional dexterity and travel over your torso twist limits(depending on the 
'Mech). What you do with arm lock and the toggle key really comes down to personal preference.

Arm lock can be disabled in the game 
settings. If arm lock is disabled, the 
toggle arm lock key will now toggle arm 
lock “on” instead of “off”.

When arm lock is enabled, 
arm and torso mounted 
weapons will converge 
together. This comes at the 
expense of arm dexterity. 
While locked, the arm 
mounted weapons will pitch 
and yaw at torso rates/limits.

Enabled Disabled If you reach your torso twist 
limit, disabling or toggling arm 
lock off gives extra travel to 
track a target with the arm 
mounted weapons. It is 
especially handy shooting 
targets above and below your 
torso limits. However, torso 
and arm weapons will diverge.

The arm lock toggle key can 
be remapped.

Smurfy’s Mechlab reference page has pitch and yaw info for all the 'Mechs. The 
HGN-732 is used below as an example(with a 300 engine). Yaw and pitch 
speeds are variable based on the engine size. 

Settings-Keyboard Settings-Game

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/


Heat Scaling Explained 
Heat scaling is a penalty in MWO used to deter high damage alpha strikes. However, if 

you do have a 'Mech design with potential heat penalty issues, you can avoid it with custom 
weapon groups or chainfire. Heat scaling will not trigger if you leave a .5 sec firing gap 
between possible violations.

Examples: Max # of weapons before triggering heat-scaling.
6 - Medium Lasers 
3 - SRM-6s
2 - PPCs or ER PPCs 
3 - Large Lasers
...to name a few

Some weapons are cross linked by family like ER\PPCs, ER\Large Lasers\LPL, SRM 
4/6s, and LRM 10/15/20s . For example, three LRM 20s will trigger heat scaling. Two LRM-20s 
and one LRM-15 will also trigger the same heat scaling for LRM-20s.

explained: http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/127904-heat-scale-the-maths/
and: http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/#weapon_heatscale

Source

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/127904-heat-scale-the-maths/
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/equipment#weapon_heatscale
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/equipment#weapon_heatscale
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/equipment#weapon_heatscale


http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EAknXB4dL6g


Differences Between Clan Omnimechs and Inner Sphere Battlemechs (IIC are not Omnis)
       
Equipment/Upgrades: Inner Sphere (Battlemechs) Clan (Omnimechs) *IIC are not Omnimechs

Standard engines Customizable (able to lose both side torsos) N/A to Omnis. IIC can use the same std eng. as IS     

XL engines

  

Customizable, (side torso blowout = game over)

  

 Hardwired, (two side torso blowouts = game over)

1 side torso blowout = -20% speed and -2 DHS(2.0)

CASE  .5 tons/1 crit, per side torso (side torsos only)  Free in all omnipods, no size or tonnage

Single Heat Sinks Available/Upgradable to DHS N/A

Double Heat Sinks 3 crits each, 1.4 cooling, 1.5 heat capacity  2 crits, 1.5 cooling, 1.1 cap. (sometimes hardwired)

Standard Structure Upgradable Hardwired (can’t upgrade to endo)

Endo Steel 14 criticals, dynamic slots 7 criticals, Hardwired, Fixed Slots

Standard Armor  32 pts/ton (upgradable) 32 pts/ton, Hardwired

Ferro-Fibrous Armor 14 criticals, 35.8 pts/ton, dynamic slots 7 criticals, 38.4 pts/ton, Hardwired, Fixed Slots 

ECM 1.5 tons, 2 crits, 1 ton, 1 crit

Hand/Lower Arm Actuators Hardwired Custom depending on omnipod and size of weapon

Jump Jets Customizable if available Hardwired to Omnipod

Targeting Computer       N/A 7 tiers, 1-7 tons, 1-7 crits (note: only tier 1 is worthwhile)

Command Console 3 tons, 1 crit, Heavy/Assault ‘mechs only (not worth using) N/A



Weapon Inner Sphere Clan 

Clan lasers have more range but also have longer burn times.

LRMs 180m min rng. (Missiles Swarm) Weigh half, less crits, (0-180m exp. dmg decay) (Stream)

ER Large Laser 5t, 2 crits, 9 damage, 8h, 675m, 1.25 burn  4t, 1 crit, 11 damage, 10 heat, 740m, 1.5 sec burn 

Large Pulse Laser 7 tons, 2 crits, 11 damage, 7 heat, 365 meters 6 tons, 2 crits, 13 damage, 10 heat, 600 meters

Medium Laser vs. ER Medium Laser  5 damage, 4 heat, 270m range  7d, 6h, 405m

Small Laser vs. ER Small Laser 3 damage, 2 heat, 135m range 5 damage, 3 heat, 200m range  

Small Pulse Laser 4 damage, 2 heat, 110m range 6 damage, 3 heat, 165m range

ER PPC 7 tons, 10 damage, 3 crits, 2.5 DPS 6 tons, 15 damage(10+2.5+2.5 arc damage), 2 crits, 3.75 DPS

Gauss Rifle 15 tons, 7 crits 12 tons, 6 crits

AC20 vs. C/Ultra AC20 14 tons, 10 crits, 270m, (1 Slug) Ultra, 12 tons, 8 crits, 360m, (Four 5 damage slugs)

LB10-X   11 tons, 6 crits 10 tons, 5 crits.

Ultra AC/5 9 tons, 5 crits, 1 slug, 600m 7 tons, 3 crits, 2 slugs, 630m

Streak-2 1.5 tons, 270m range, 200 speed 1t, 360m, 180 speed

SRM-6 3 tons, 2 crits, 2.15 damage per missile 1.5 tons, 1 crit, 2 damage per missile

Differences Between Clan and Inner Sphere Weapons
       



Heat MGMT, Potential DPS, and Heat Adjusted Damage Per 
Second

MWO’s Heat Mgmt Rating: A ‘Mech with a heat management rating near or below 
1.0 will run excessively hot(overgunned). On the other hand, a ‘Mech approaching 2.0 will 
get closer and closer to never shutting down(undergunned). A ‘Mech near 1.3, +/- .1, will 
be between ~45-60% heat efficient. There is no universal sweet spot as some builds or 
strategies tolerate elevated heat while others need a little extra efficiency(push vs. poke). 
Poke builds can take cover to cool off while brawlers could use extra efficiency to keep 
firing longer. The ingame heat mgmt rating does not take heat quirks, cooldown quirks, 
burntime quirks, or cooldown modules into account.

COLD DPS:(potential DPS) This is the total DPS output of all weapons until the ‘Mech 
overheats. It indicates your short-term burst destructiveness. 

HOT DPS:(heat adjusted) The actual sustained DPS of your 'Mech in an extended battle 
(long-run). A ratio of cool per second over heat per second x potential DPS.

Tip: One aspect of a well-tuned Battlemech is to have the right mix of burst 
DPS and enough cooling to keep fighting in longer engagements. A heat neutral 
'Mech may be undergunned while a 'Mech dripping with guns may shut down 
too often.



Diminishing Returns, Optimization

Marginal Diminishing Returns - One more PPC or more cooling/speed/armor/survivability? Switching 
from a standard engine to an XL engine to add more weapons or speed also has an inherent glass cannon 
effect and could be a negative tradeoff. 

It is fundamentally a min-maxing concept. In general, you are minimizing the bad traits and 
maximizing the good ones. At some theoretical point, trying to push any further actually hurts the overall 
performance. It usually winds up being more subjective rather than purely quantitative. Testing is the only 
way to know for sure how certain creations will perform. Marginally adding and taking away is how the 
process works.

or perhaps adding more 
and more ammo, it can 
mean a lot of different 
things...



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0MvPRdJQbCU


Bracket Builds, Generalist vs. Specialist, and High-mix vs. Low-mix

Many stock ‘Mechs will usually be set up with something similar to a bracket build. The mixing of several different weapon 
types with wildly different effective ranges (LRMs, Large Lasers, SRMs, etc.) constitutes a bracket build.

Bracket builds or generalist builds have a something to contribute in multiple situations. However, the main downside with 
these high mix builds is they lack focus and wind up not doing anything well. However, this is not meant to suggest simple mixes 
are bad. An example of high mix build would be (LRMs + Autocannons + Lasers). A more focused low mix build could have just 
ER Medium Lasers and SRMs, or Gauss Rifles and Lasers, or Large Pulse Lasers and Medium Lasers. The key difference here 
is that on high-mix builds, not all the weapons synergize well with all the other weapons. In simple mixes there is greater potential 
for weapons to better compliment each other.

From the table top game, stock ‘Mechs such as the Stalker or Dire Wolf are designed to be dangerous on paper even when 
half the is ‘Mech destroyed. This is why their stock configurations are intentionally way overgunned and blazing hot. However, in 
MWO, these stock builds would be considered seriously suboptimal. 

Using the stock Stalker-3F as an example of the old concept, as targets get within 1000 meters the LRMs can be utilized. 
Once the target gets somewhat closer, LRMs and Large Lasers can be fired together. With the target softened up and still closing 
in, now the medium lasers and SRMs can be used to finish the job. LRMs will not be generating heat  below 180m so that leaves 
more room to fire alternate close-in weapons. Similarly, the Medium Lasers and SRM-6s will not be generating heat at long-range
(unless you push the wrong button :D ). Great in traditional theory, but tough to produce numbers with consistently in MWO, 
especially against serious competition. Bottom line, a generalist ‘Mech will have serious trouble consistently utilizing its payload 
while specialists in their element will either face hug or range tank. Large amounts of payload on generalist ‘Mechs may often go 
to complete waste in these situations.

Min-Maxing is simply stripping down the stock ‘Mech and attempting to minimize the flaws while maximizing the desired 
traits. The resulting custom ‘Mech ends up being superior to the stock configuration.

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=47&l=stock


The Knuckle Dragging Effect
Cataphract-4x Jagermech-S

Cannons at the
hip level (Low-slung)

High mount cannons 
above the cockpit

The Knuckle Dragging Effect happens when you can see a target but you can't hit it. More precisely, 
you can see the target but your weapons can’t. Battlemechs with low slung hardpoints in relation to the 
cockpit camera tend to clip lasers and projectiles on obstacles before they hit the target. ‘Mechs with high-
mount hardpoints, such as the Jagermech, “hill hump” much better because less 'Mech has to be exposed in 
order to score a hit. For example, the Cataphract 4x is notorious for its knuckle dragging and lost a lot of 
favorability when the Jagermech was introduced. However, some low slung or wide convergence ‘mechs are 
able to side peek well with the exposed half of their firepower. 

The high mount or low slung issue can really make or break performance in certain situations. High 
mount ‘Mechs can excel in the poke fight where low slung mechs would get uneven trades. Low slung 
‘Mechs perform much better when the firing lines can be dominated or pushed into. This is when a team can 
stand out, dominate the horizon, and punish anything that pokes up.

 tutorial video by Kanajashi

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RGPYOrhEFtg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDDTHQIxzvQ8eyONcWuGZRw


Torso Twisting - Asymmetric vs. Symmetric ‘Mechs
● Symmetric 'Mechs have all their weapons payload more or less evenly 

spread over the 'Mech. Asymmetric 'Mechs have most or all of their weapons 
payload on one side (like a Hunchback). 

● Torso twisting can be used to spread damage around your mech rather than 
all the damage going to one spot. Torso twisting can be combined with 
asymmetric 'Mechs (as shown) to increase endurance under heavy fire. 
Using the side with little or no payload as a damage soak is a very effective 
tactic, especially when combined with a Standard Engine (zombie).

 
 tutorial video by Kanajashi

Cradle the 
right torso 
from damage

Use the left 
torso to tank 
damage

● Key Tradeoff: Symmetrical ‘Mechs are less likely 
to be completely stripped of weapons. Asymmetric 
‘Mechs can retain most of their weapons longer or 
be stripped of weapons prematurely if the payload 
side is allowed to take all the damage first.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bByELuZS-Os
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCDDTHQIxzvQ8eyONcWuGZRw


FPS-Z (needs updating)

FPS-Z: First person shooters with complex movement and combat on the 
z-axis. 

Mechwarrior Online is a Battlemech combat simulator but it still has limited FPS-Z and 
twitch shooter elements. ‘Mechs which made great use of FPS-Z were Highlanders, 
Victors, Cataphract-3Ds, and Shadow Hawks. With subsequent balance changes, it is now 
looking like the Blackjack-3, Vindicator-1AA, Panther-9R, Nova-A, and Summoner have the 
quirks/attributes for jump fighting.   

‘Mechs with jump jets can raise their line of sight, fire, and use free fall to pull back into 
cover. This is superior to the acceleration/deceleration of any mech’s engine throttle 
combined with the knuckle dragging effect many non-jump jet 'Mechs suffer. In other words, 
non-jump jet 'Mechs(ground pounders) can be exposed to incoming fire longer than jump 
snipers.

Situationally, this can give jump jet capable 'Mechs a distinct advantage over 'Mechs 
which lack them. Jump jets also allow 'Mechs to cross difficult terrain and outmaneuver 
opponents on maps like Canyon Network. 

*update mid 2014: PPC velocity nerfs combined with JJ thrust rescaling, fall damage, 
and JJ heat buildup has weakened jump sniping significantly. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZO5mUvtj11M


“Meta” or Metagaming 

The nature of metagaming, new content, trendsetters, bandwagons, and the learning curve makes 
game balance in MWO a drifting target. A major part of metagaming in MWO is adapting to meta-shifts from 
planned or surprise balance tweaks. New metas, old metas, or multi-metas can always emerge as a 
contender to the metagame status quo. There are also deviations in the metas surrounding the solo, group, 
private, and community warfare queues.

Metagamers put ‘Mech chassis through a meticulous competitive screening process. Some of the 
desired features may include; favorable hardpoint types, high mount hardpoints, quirks, favorable hitboxes, 
asymmetric, shield-arms, deadsiding, engine cap, # of actuators, jump jet capability, etc. How well all the 
quantitative and qualitative variables align affects how a ‘Mech garners an opinion amongst metagamers.

Metagaming defined - “Metagaming is any strategy, action or method used in a game 
which transcends a prescribed ruleset, uses external factors to affect the game, or goes 

beyond the supposed limits or environment set by the game.”

“In simple terms, it is the use of out-of-game information or resources to affect one's in-
game decisions.” 

“to describe an emergent methodology that is a subset of the basic strategy necessary to 
play the game at a high level.” 

--wikipedia/metagaming



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PJYWTl3mHuk


House Steiner - (Lyran Commonwealth) Feudal Monarchy 
Steiner’s strong industrial base and wealth compensates for their shortage of competent 

strategists. Steiner forces favor high tonnage and 'Mechs with thick armor and high firepower at the 
expense of speed. This gave rise to the famous saying, “There's the right way, the wrong way and 
then there's the Lyran way, which is just the wrong way with lots of assault 'Mechs." 
Notable ‘Mechs: Atlas, Banshee-3S, Battlemaster, Stalker-5S, Zeus, Thunderbolt-5SS, Commando, 
Wolfhound

House Davion - (Federated Suns) Constitutional Monarchy 
Davion is considered to be the military powerhouse of the Inner Sphere and has some of the 

best military leaders. They favor ‘Mechs which include jump jets for quick bursts of mobility and 
their weapon of choice is the Autocannon. It is believed that their love for jump jets helped send 
them down the low heat Autocannon path. High numbers of Jagermechs, Centurions, Enforcers, 
and Blackjacks are common in the their ‘Mech regiments. 
Notable ‘Mechs: Victor, Cataphract-3D/4X, Jagermech, Enforcer, Centurion, Blackjack, Wolfhound 

FedCom(Federated Commonwealth): An alliance between Steiner and Davion.

House Marik - (Free Worlds League)  Representative Democracy
House Marik’s ‘Mech variants are some of the most advanced on the Inner Sphere markets. 

Recovery of lost technology(Helm Memory Core) and the sinking of fortunes into ‘Mech upgrades is 
a major theme across the FWL. They are also more than willing to sell these ‘Mechs to other 
houses that can pay the right price. The Clan Invasion served as a manufacturing boom for the 
FWL as they sold arms the the houses on the front lines. 
Notable ‘Mechs: Banshee-3M, Stalker, Battlemaster-3M, Awesome, Orion, Trebuchet, Cicada

Choosing a Faction: Lore Basics, Fun info, Part 1

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/Helm_Memory_Core


Choosing a Faction: Lore Basics, Fun info, Part 2
House Kurita - (Draconis Combine) Military Dictatorship

 House Kurita has a strong preference for faster than average ‘Mechs and uses lots and lots of 
PPCs. The Catapult-K2 and the Shadow Hawk-2K show the kind of redesigns Kurita prefers. They often 
pair the speed of the Jenner and the firepower of the Panther with devastating effect. House Steiner and 
Davion partnered in 3020’s to develop the Wolfhound in response. Dragons were also deployed in large 
numbers and were sometimes the largest ‘Mech they used. Kurita forces were among the first to 
encounter the Clans and gave many of those ‘Mechs their Inner Sphere designations(Daishi, Masakari, 
Ryoken, etc). Many partial Star League/Helm Memory Core upgrades were performed on their ‘Mechs in 
3049-3050 just in time for the Clan invasion. (WVR-7K, QKD-5K, VTR-9K, AS7-K)

Notable 'Mechs: Spider, Panther, Jenner, Shadow Hawk-2K, Kintaro-20, Dragon, Catapult-K2

House Liao - (Capellan Confederation) Autocratic State
The Capellan’s staple inhouse medium ‘Mech is the 45 ton Vindicator. They also have newer 

advanced ‘Mechs such as the stealthy Raven-3L which pairs well with the LRM based Catapult. House 
Liao’s heavy weapons industry was in ruins after multiple Succession Wars and lost the ability to 
manufacture Heavy and Assault ‘Mechs for a time. This is part of why House Liao shifted its strategy to 
combined arms more than most factions(infantry, tanks, aerospace). To create their own heavy ‘Mech in 
an act of desperation, they pieced various Medium and Heavy ‘Mech spare parts together to create the 
Cataphract(a Frankenmech of sorts). This factory was later captured by House Davion.

Notable ‘Mechs: Cataphract 0x,1x, 2x, Catapult, Vindicator, Raven-3L 

FRR - (Free Rasalhague Republic) Elected Monarchy
FRR is a faction on the front lines of the Clan Invasion. It originated as a Kurita/Steiner break-away 

faction and has a hybrid of their ‘Mech inventories. Comstar schemed behind the scenes to influence its 
formation. Their mixed culture has significant Scandinavian roots(aka. Space Vikings).



Choosing a Faction: Lore Basics, Fun info, Part 3

Clans:  ~20 Caste based societies, most of which are dominated by their warrior-caste 
The Clans are highly advanced outsiders from deep space which practice eugenics, use a caste system, 

and follow a set of rituals governing combat. They are the descendants of Kerensky’s self-exiled SLDF(Star 
League Defense Force). SLDF remnants used genetic engineering to survive on Strana Mechty, a planet with a 
hostile environment. While separated from the Inner Sphere, Clan politics and rituals regulating warfare 
prevented destruction of their own infrastructure which allowed for a rapid progress in technology. Their 
Omnimechs include Omnipod modular technology and their weaponry is highly advanced. Clan Jade Falcon, 
Wolf, Ghost Bear, and Smoke Jaguar spearhead Operation Revival in 3050.

Clan Jade Falcon
Jade Falcon are the most brash and headstrong of the Clans. They are also the most traditional amongst 

the Clans, sticking closely to the philosophy of Nicholas Kerensky. They frown upon other Clans who aren't as 
conservative as they are, especially Clan Wolf. To their credit, Jade Falcon never forgot the importance of their 
civilian castes. The civilians have some of the best living standards and wealth in all the Clans save for Clan 
Diamond Shark. "Sharp as the talons of a Falcon banker" became a well known expression. The warrior caste 
still look down upon the merchant and scientist castes but still benefit from their long-term support.

Favored ‘Mechs: “If you see a Falcon not in a Summoner, Hellbringer or Kit Fox, double your caution.”       

-Clan Coyote

Clan Wolf
Clan Wolf is split internally along Crusader and Warden lines, something the Clan's Khan at the time of 

the Invasion, Ulric Kerensky, tried to reign in. Clan Wolf is is one of the more moderate Clans, and often 
collaborates with Clan Coyote in scientific and combat ventures. Clan Wolf seems to focus on 'mechs with a 
combination of good ground speed and firepower, like the Timber Wolf, Ice Ferret, and Gargoyle. Clan Wolf 
was the original designer of the Dire Wolf but lost the design to Clan Smoke Jaguar in a trial of possession.

Favored ‘Mechs: Gargoyle, Timber Wolf, Ice Ferret

source

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/File:Clan_Logo.jpg
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/File:Clan_Logo.jpg


Choosing a Faction: Lore Basics, Fun info, Part 4

Clan Ghost Bear
Clan Ghost Bear is the most balanced of the four original invading Clans. They practice eugenics but 

also have the family structure retained which is unique to Ghost Bear. They are moderate in political 
philosophy and encourage their warriors to complete a "great work" in their spare time, which is basically an 
art project of some sort. The Bears are a moderate "Crusader" clan, and later in the timeline will switch to the 
“Warden" camp when they find the "Crusader" philosophy is no longer practical. They also focus on ‘Mechs 
with a good mix of ground movement and jump capability, like the Executioner and the Nova.

Favored ‘Mechs: Executioner, Mad Dog, Nova

Clan Smoke Jaguar
Clan Smoke Jaguar warriors are among the fiercest and most savage of the Clans. Their goal is to be 

the definitive ultimate warrior clan. Members of the warrior caste treat civilians harsher than any other Clan. 
Smoke Jaguars take the disdain for the lower castes to the maximum and without a properly functioning 
civilian caste, resources became scarcer and scarcer making them almost entirely reliant on raiding. They 
often succeed at this business model since they are outright skilled fighters. In the ‘Mech department they 
have similarities to House Steiner in that they have a strong preference for big ‘Mechs dripping with guns. 

Favored ‘Mechs: Dire Wolf, Warhawk, Ebon Jaguar, Stormcrow, Arctic Cheetah, Mist Lynx

Special thanks to TELEFORCE, Escef, and crustydog for sorting out the Clan lore.

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/215556-need-lorebuffs-to-give-me-help-w-clans/page__view__findpost__p__4839785
http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/187599-mechfaction-affiliations/
http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/215556-need-lorebuffs-to-give-me-help-w-clans/page__view__findpost__p__4839719


Choosing a Faction: Lore Basics, Fun info, Part 5

Comstar - Corporate led by the Primus (not a playable faction)
Comstar is a secretive and supposedly neutral organization which operates interstellar FTL 

Hyperpulse communications for all the great houses. During the Succession Wars, repetitive 
destruction of infrastructure throughout the Inner Sphere caused FTL space travel and 
Hyperpulse communications to become quasi-magical. Comstar maintained the knowledge lost 
during the multi-centuries long Succession Wars and hid caches of Star League hardware(which 
they later unveil as “Clan Busters” near the end of the Clan Invasion). In this way, Comstar is 
similar in fashion to monks of the Middle Ages. 

The top secret military wing of Comstar is the Com Guard. Comstar occasionally 
intervenes on behalf of faltering factions when the balance of power shifts too much. For 
example, in 3039, Comstar secretly supplied House Kurita with advanced Kintaro-20s packed 
with Star League tech to use against House Davion. They also plotted behind the scenes and 
helped influence the formation of the FRR in Kurita-Steiner space.

Merc Units/Lonewolves - Mercenary Review and Bonding Commission(MRBC) 
Mercenaries and Lonewolves are essentially the same but one is bonded through the 

MRBC and the other is not. Some mercenaries work for the highest bidder while others favor a 
particular faction. Mercenaries, private security forces, privateers, and pirates all flourish in the 
Inner Sphere during the 31st century. The largest merc units could field as many as 2-5 
regiments. A single regiment could have 108-180 Battlemechs plus supporting warships. This 
made merc units influential powerhouses across the Inner Sphere. (not a playable faction, 
yet)

Source

http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar
http://www.sarna.net/wiki/ComStar


CW Prematch Screen Explained. (from perspective of attacking a planet)

Boreal
Sulfur

Hellebore

Grim

Emerald

Invasion Mode: Attacking or Defending. Attacker must 
destroy orbital gun to win.
Counter Attack Mode: Counter Attack or Hold. Attacker 
must destroy Mobile Point Base and have most kills to win.
NOTE:(defender wins on a tie w/ a destroyed MPB)

Attacking this 
territory. 

This territory has a 
mission in progress. 
(nearly complete)

(map pattern repeats)

Red territory Held by attackers (us)
Blue territory Held by defenders (enemy)

Planet 80% conquered. (we are winning)
Planet will flip to our side if 53% or greater at 
ceasefire.

Vitric

Map: Emerald Taiga

When getting matched with an 
opponent, the map will be 
displayed here and the timer 
will be reset to 60 seconds. 
This is the last chance to 
change your dropdeck.

Boreal



How to Succeed in Community Warfare, Part 1 
The big picture goal of CW is to flip planets for your faction. However, this will focus more on match level 

performance which is what ultimately earns cbills, XP, and loyalty points. As a new player thinking about getting into 
CW, consider grinding at least 4 CW viable ‘Mech variants of your favorite tech base in the regular queue first. Pilot 
lab masteries also make a considerable difference in ‘Mech performance. Basic, and elite/double basic unlocks 
impact handling, speed, and cooling. Modules are nice to have but won't make or break your CW experience. To fully 
kit out 4 ‘Mechs with modules it will be around another 50+ million cbills, so save modules for last. You can grind 
these additional module earmarked cbills in the regular queue or the CW planet queues. I will talk more about cbills in 
a couple pages. 

Strong solo players can still do well in CW. Even with the most rotten team, a good player running solo can 
break 1500+ damage but may not be able to carry hard enough to make much of an impact(it can be done though). 
Luckily, even on a loss, a good performance will still give a decent amount of loyalty points and cbills. This is why unit 
play is highly recommended for Community Warfare. The extra preparation an organized unit puts into CW is a huge 
force multiplier(dropdeck synergy, player cohesion, drop commanding, etc). It is tough for unorganized players to 
overcome these handicaps but it does happen from time to time. The ingame VOIP can only do so much all on its 
own. Playing CW solo occasionally is fine but expect to sometimes run into large units and bring your biggest 
backpack.

You also need to learn the proper balance of armor sharing and keeping your weapons online as long as 
possible. This balance comes eventually with practice. Sometimes you will get focus fired during a gate push and 
there isn’t much you can do about it. However, with that said, you don’t want to be suiciding all 4 of your mechs into 
the meat grinder over and over. If this is happening too frequently you might need to adjust how you play. You also 
don’t want to hide too far in the back of the group not having absorbed any hits at all. This can partly be achieved by 
cycling your ‘Mechs out of extreme danger before you lose weapons to allow healthier players to get ahead.



How to Succeed in Community Warfare, Part 2 
The Community Warfare meta has its own subtleties compared with the regular queues. Intermediate to long 

range attrition standoffs are more frequent. This gameplay is partly driven by the desire of each player to achieve 
better and better positive trade ratios but is also affected by balance and map design. Emerald Taiga and Vitric Forge, 
the most recent map additions, situationally promote more close quarters combat.  This shifts some extra favor 
towards weapons like Medium Pulse and SRMs(SRMs became more dangerous after the 12/1/15 patch).

Stripping rear armor as much as possible can help you take extra hits as this armor may go to waste. Brawling 
exclusively in CW may perform poorly for some players(especially those solo’ing) as closing to brawl distance without 
proper team support is often tough. Short range themes excel at gates, chokepoints, and near buildings and maps like 
Vitric and Emerald offer lots of this. If you find yourself ranged far too often, consider marginally tweaking your deck 
as you learn(for example, +1 intermediate range poker, -1 brawler).

 Bringing lots and lots of LRMs will likely backfire because of the almost guaranteed heavy presence of ECM 
‘Mechs. Smart opponents will also do what they can mitigate LRM intensive dropdeck themes with other means like 
buildings and natural cover. I wouldn’t recommend more than 4-6 LRM support ‘Mechs out of 48 and they should also 
not be the Assaults. Realize that if your 12-man or collection of random solos has a total of 12+ LRM ‘mechs, this is a 
whole wave worth of ‘Mechs that can’t do anything without locks and are likely sitting back. It’s okay to use some LRM 
‘Mechs to get that flavor of indirect fire support but you don’t want to bring so many that it cripples your group’s overall 
direct fire. Ammo dependant ‘Mechs such as LRM support or dakka may need to pack extra ammo compared with 
what is adequate for the regular queue(as their is no way to reload).

 Once you know knows which of the 4 modes you are playing(Attack, Defend, Counter Attack, Counter Defend), 
you can make additional last minute dropdeck tweaks to tailor yourself for that particular game. This ranges from just 
changing which ‘mech you bring first to changing decks entirely when you realize the map is hot or favors shorter 
range. Having more than 4 mechs kitted out and on standby for Community Warfare opens up these options. Usually 
this means having a Med-Long range deck and a Short-Med range deck but can be more complex than that.

Finding a unit, Finding a Faction Hub 

http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/196620-cw-guide-hub-unit-ts-info-current-faction-rewards/


New Player CW ‘Mech Pathway Planning, 1 of 3

‘Mechs within these suggestions can make up the initial foundation of your CW decks. This list will also get you 
through the pilot lab to unlock basic, elite, and master. Later, when more cbills are earned, extra fine tuning and 
experimentation can be done(multiple variants of the same model, map specific multi-decks and such). There is a 
tonnage limit of 240 tons (update: now 250 for Clan and 265 for Inner Sphere).

Clan Tech has a bit of an advantage here in the convenience dept. due to Omnitech. You can often build the 
exact same configuration on any variant of the same Clan Omnimech(note: many alt cfgs the same center torso). On 
the Inner Sphere side, if you want the same build you will likely need/want to own dupes at some point).

Inner Sphere: 
Option/Suggestion #1: 3x Battlemasters (1G, 2C, 1S); and 3x Ravens (3L, 2X, 4X)  ~72M cbills

#2: 3x Thunderbolts (5S, 5SS, 9SE); and 3x Blackjacks (1X, 1DC, 3) ~56M cbills
#3: 4x Quickdraws (2x5K, 4G, 4H) ~47M cbills

1st Deck Goals: BLR-1G, BLR-2C, RVN-2X, RVN-4X
TDR-9SE, TDR-5SS, TDR-5S, BJ-1X
QKD-5K, QKD-5K, QKD-4G, QKD-4H  

Clan:
Option/Suggestion #1: 3x Hellbringers(3 diff. variants); 3x Stormcrows(3 diff. variants)  ~75M cbills

#2: 3x Timberwolves(C & two others); 3x Stormcrows(3 diff. variants)  ~78M cbills              
1st Deck Goals: HBR, HBR, SCR, SCR

TBR, SCR, SCR, SCR   (add a tag to the Streakcrow if desired) 

Save modules for last as they won’t make or break your CW performance. The cost estimated to adequately kit out 4 mechs 
with modules is about 50 million+ cbills. Avoid using GXP on ‘mechs so that it can be used to unlock modules.

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=118&l=aa1831dd76322a8c673202f99fe433f602ed2767
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=3ca21ef2c9950fb8dc125287ec2ca03da25038fe
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=78&l=c6b26e4d2438aae4e5592c00294d67207ac7c169
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=80&l=e0d2c61cf827dde88dea35da83d82a37678842fa
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=82&l=523ee4b06095bf9814ac600966646b942077f88b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=83&l=5f40109121cd16ae270cbbc722f7332a5cec9256
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=118&l=aa1831dd76322a8c673202f99fe433f602ed2767
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=644b5c54db98226054c95b477174b221a5a18ff6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=114&l=04b0ba8030d2a8c64acf229d4ed88aa0f9d81402
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=79&l=e22f864de8a5b763753578bdbf5f5f5346f4f689
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=82&l=523ee4b06095bf9814ac600966646b942077f88b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=83&l=a5ad82f208fd93a581d760b1d1cdcb995703b783
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=230&l=2796ba7e73fcc687cabe90b5fdbbe90ab3c0e0dc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=164&l=7b233bf2019528e701be235e389d7507ef94e917
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=3f9b4474aff4e9a805b1abc6f811520ac5e6add4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=3f9b4474aff4e9a805b1abc6f811520ac5e6add4
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=183&l=9e57b21e1dad074e7a25c03580a23d49619ad9d4


General Map/Deck Theme Suggestions (Groups)

Intermediate/Close Range 
Vitric Forge, Emerald Taiga

Mixed (Close/Intermediate or Intermediate/Long) 
Grim Portico, Hellebore Springs, Sulfurous 

Intermediate-Long Range 
Boreal Vault

note: it is possible to stack 12 of any ‘Mech during a wave so literally anything 
is possible. All of your best preparations can still result in defeat. This is just the 
overall theme for each map and all you can do is try to adapt to curve balls 
should they occur.



Community Warfare Drop Deck Quick Reference Part 2 
Inner Sphere: Mix and experiment with your own too! Try different deck ideas on different maps.
color code: DPS, LRMS, Jump Fighter, ECM, Brawler    Build List w/ Alts (ranging from close to wild)

##Notice: Tonnage limit now 265!!## Assault: BLR-1S, BLR-1S, STK-4N, STK-5S,    
 Deck Ideas BNC-3E, BNC-3M, HGN-732B, 732B, BLR-3S 

Close [GHR-5H, GRH-5H, GRH-5H, GRF-2N] AS7-S, KGC-000, HGN-733C, AS7-D-DC
Close [TDR-5SS, TDR-5SS, TDR-5SS, TDR-5SS] BLR-1G, BLR-2C, ZEU-5S, BLR-1S

Intermediate/Close [TDR-5S, TDR-9SE, TDR-5SS, TDR-5SS] Heavy: TDR-5S, TDR-9SE, SE, 5SS
Intermediate/Close [BLR-2C, BLR-2C, BJ-1X, BJ-1X] QKD-5K, QKD-5K, DRG-1C, CTF-1X, 
Intermediate/Close [GHR-5H, GHR-5H, GRH-5H, GRF-2N] GRH-5J, 5J, QKD-4G, QKD-4G, QKD-4H, 4H
Intermediate/Close [BNC-3M, TDR-9SE, QKD-4G, BJ-1X] CTF-3D, 1X, CTF-0XP, ON1-VA,
Intermediate/Close [BLR-2C, TDR-9SE, TDR-5SS, HBK-4SP] JM6-DD, GHR-5H, 5H, 5H, GRH-5H, TDR-9S
Intermediate/Close [STK-4N, STK-4N, BJ-1X, BJ-1X]

Intermediate [JM6-DD, JM6-DD, JM6-DD, JM6-DD] Medium: SHD-2K, TBT-7M, GRF-2N, GRF-2N
Intermediate [STK-4N, QKD-5K, QKD-5K, QKD-4G] CDA-2A, CDA-2B, WVR-7K, HBK-4J, CRB-27B

SHD-5M, BJ-3, BJ-3, GRF-3M, SHD-2H
Intermediate/Long [BLR-1S, QKD-5K, QKD-5K, QKD-5K] CDA-3M, WVR-6R, HBK-4G, ENF-5P, VND-1AA
Intermediate/Long [GRH-5J/H, GHR-5H, GHR-5H, SHD-2K] WVR-6K, HBK-4P,  HBK-4P, BJ-1X, HBK-4SP

Max Range [BLR-1S, BLR-1S, RVN-4X, RVN-4X] Lights: SPD-5D, FS9-A/H/S, SPD-5D, RVN-2X
JR7-F/D, RVN-4X, RVN-3L, PNT-9R, WLF-1A

Strip rear armor to around 4 pts. As a solo, try to focus on the poke attrition game at intermediate-long range. Emerald 
Taiga and Vitric Forge can favor more close/intermediate range action. Close range intensive decks can be more effective 
in larger units rather than as a lone wolf(map-mode specific). 

http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=144&l=02877284756203072ac9b7ff781682b98f8a206e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=145&l=add2c432dbbe05bdcb99dd21fc3f87049be6270e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=301&l=ff3dedf8a522310f8e84949cebff6257eeb69e6b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=115&l=549e6bc93936d9205c0c3f238184fb95fb30dafc
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=114&l=04b0ba8030d2a8c64acf229d4ed88aa0f9d81402
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=114&l=04b0ba8030d2a8c64acf229d4ed88aa0f9d81402
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8c7f9e21c1c21b4767906ce1983575a2ca381a0a
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=145&l=add2c432dbbe05bdcb99dd21fc3f87049be6270e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=145&l=add2c432dbbe05bdcb99dd21fc3f87049be6270e
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=310&l=98f27d66559a2703d9b3a02810b9306191aeb8d6
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=116&l=fd467ee753df68e8551a90317ea007c99a97c892
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=49&l=738ac6dd4664f4ce61124971753a3a4d7c0b112d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=49&l=738ac6dd4664f4ce61124971753a3a4d7c0b112d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=1d547b869b342f7b896407e2092baab5be2b0af7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=1d547b869b342f7b896407e2092baab5be2b0af7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=1d547b869b342f7b896407e2092baab5be2b0af7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=1d547b869b342f7b896407e2092baab5be2b0af7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=65&l=1d547b869b342f7b896407e2092baab5be2b0af7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=49&l=738ac6dd4664f4ce61124971753a3a4d7c0b112d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=49&l=738ac6dd4664f4ce61124971753a3a4d7c0b112d
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=112&l=26b3a4a6df6e31d4c20807f1c595802663b88c6c
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=80&l=8d7d15763ed905af2fcafab4b1f9726b702497e1
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=80&l=e0d2c61cf827dde88dea35da83d82a37678842fa
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=128&l=db90989283146ca3eb0abccfa25a3549769779b7
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=84&l=0680852f7d06be8a2f6e29e610b5399f28a5f279
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=253&l=fbe0a0b813b6004d7c6493f333a80e8ba37f8021
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=253&l=fbe0a0b813b6004d7c6493f333a80e8ba37f8021
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=254&l=8ecc9fa2e01b9afdd0514bc20ea5bddfccb10d0b
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=35&l=ee234e6489094619ea0da6269b3f7bc02c97d786
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=120&l=e69bb610f2dbfe673ef86826f780e1e1e886bcfb
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=35&l=ee234e6489094619ea0da6269b3f7bc02c97d786
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=35&l=ee234e6489094619ea0da6269b3f7bc02c97d786
http://mwo.smurfy-net.de/mechlab#i=4&l=305aaba254732fd6fe549cd467159a47a5e12ab7
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Community Warfare Drop Deck Quick Reference Part 3 
Clan: Mix and experiment with your own too! Strip rear armor, recommend around 4 pts. Try different 
deck ideas on different maps(or whether you are attacking or defending). 
color code: Streak, LRMs, Jump Fighter, DPS, Brawler, ECM 

##Tonnage now 255!!## (Clans increased from 250 to 255 on 12/29)
 Deck Ideas   Build List w/ Alts

Int/Close (not solo friendly) [TBR, TBR, TBR, ACH] Assault: WHK, WHK
Intermediate/Close [EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, MDD] 
Intermediate/Close [HBR, HBR, HBR, MDD] Heavy: TBR, TBR, TBR, TBR, TBR, TBR, SMN,

HBR, MDD, MDD,  MDD, TBR
SMN, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, EBJ,

Long/Int/Close [TBR, HBR, SCR, MDD] HBR, HBR, HBR, HBR, HBR, HBR, HBR,
Long/Int/Close [HBR, HBR, HBR, MDD] 
Long/Int/Close [TBR, TBR, TBR, ACH] 

Intermediate/Long [HBR, HBR, HBR, SCR] Medium: SCR, SCR, SCR, SCR, SCR, SCR, SCR,
Intermediate/Long [TBR, TBR, TBR, ACH] SHC, NVA, IFR, IFR, SHC
Intermediate/Long [EBJ, EBJ, EBJ, SCR]

Lights: ACH, ACH, ACH, KFX, KFX
Intermediate/Longer [EBJ, EBJ, HBR, SCR] ACH, ACH, ADR, ADR, ADR

(Clan ERLL note: I think the burn time is prohibitively long so I make do with the Clan LPL, which still does half damage at 
~1000m and is usually good enough. If the burn time of ERLL doesn’t bother you then by all means go for it.)
Strip rear armor to around 4 pts. As a solo, try to focus on the poke attrition game at intermediate-long range. Emerald 
Taiga and Vitric Forge can favor more close/intermediate range action. Close range intensive decks can be more effective 
in larger units rather than as a lone wolf(map-mode specific). 
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MWO Subcommunities
● Sites:

○ Reddit: r/OutreachHPG; r/mwo 
○ www.metamechs.com
○
○ http://nogutsnogalaxy.net/

● Teamspeak

○ Comstar North America: na1.mech-connect.net     

○ No Guts No Galaxy: voip01.n1585.hypernia.net:9992   pw: mechwarrior

○ Some more faction hub and unit TS info

● Join a Team
○ http://mwomercs.com/forums/forum/16-factions-inner-sphere/
○ http://mwomercs.com/forums/forum/39-factions-clans/
○ http://mwomercs.com/forums/topic/1694-hiring-hall/

● Twitch
○ http://www.twitch.tv/ngngtv
○
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How to calculate cooldown and DPS w/ stacked quirks, pilot lab
(fast fire), and cooldown modules

General Maths: 1 - Fast Fire - Cooldown Module - Quirk = multiplier 
Weapon Cooldown * multiplier = new cooldown
Damage / cooldown = DPS

*Gauss charge-ups and Laser durations need to be taken into account if needed. See example 2 and 3 for 
this. Do no quirk the charge up or the duration unless it has its own separate quirk.

Example 1: Dragon-1N w/ AC5 quirks (50% cooldown)   quirk changed, math process is still the same

1-.05-.12-.5 = .33
1.66*.33 = .5478 sec
5/.5478 = 9.127 DPS (per AC5)

Example 2: Hunchback-Grid Iron w/ Gauss Rifle quirks (50% cooldown)  ditto (gauss rifle also changed)

1-.05-.12-.5 = .33
4*.33 = 1.32 sec (plus the .75 Gauss charge up = 2.07 sec)
15/2.07 = 7.246 DPS

Example 3: Thunderbolt-5S w/ Large Laser duration & cooldown quirks (25% CD, 12.5% Dur.)
Vanilla Duration = 1 sec, Quirked Duration = .875   ditto

1-.05-.12-.25 = .58
3.25*.58 = 1.885 (new cooldown) + .875 (new burn time) = 2.76 (total cd + dur)
9/2.76 = 3.26 DPS per LL


